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Abstract—Deep Learning frameworks are gaining increased popularity in image processing tasks such as computational hyperspectral imaging. While these frameworks achieve state-of-the-art results in terms of reconstruction quality and run time, they often require massive databases of hyperspectral cubes for training the reconstruction algorithms. Unfortunately, such databases are usually hard to acquire due to complexity and cost considerations. To mitigate these challenges, we propose a method for generating a synthetic database of hyperspectral cubes in the visible range using a limited number of natural hyperspectral cubes, an unlimited number of RGB images, and a Generative Adversarial Network model. The suggested algorithm, dubbed SHS-GAN, is trained to get a query RGB image and to output a synthetic hyperspectral cube. While the spatial domain of the synthetic hyperspectral cube shares similar statistical properties as the natural hyperspectral cubes used in the training process, the SHS-GAN is trained to preserve the spatial characteristics of the query RGB image, whereas the R, G, B values provide an additional constraint along with the spectral domain. Our suggested framework was utilized for performing Snapshot Spectral Imaging (SSI) from a single monochromatic dispersed and diffused snapshot using the DD-Net reconstruction neural network. We demonstrate, by simulations and lab experiments, that enhancing the training database with synthetic data from the SHS-GAN improves the reconstruction quality of the hyperspectral cube. In addition, we share a new original database of more than 10,000 hyperspectral cubes of real objects of size 256x256x29 in the 420-700 nm visible range.

Index Terms—Computational hyperspectral imaging, deep learning, image processing, neural networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT years have witnessed tremendous growth in the usage of Deep Learning (DL) algorithms for a wide variety of computer vision and image processing tasks. Specifically, these algorithms have been proven to perform very well in various computer vision tasks such as image segmentation, classification, and detection [1], [2], as well as in image processing tasks such as depth reconstruction, denoising, and super-resolution [3]–[5]. As part of this progress, several DL methods were developed for the reconstruction of hyperspectral (HS) images from coded measurements obtained by various architectures [6]–[12]. It was demonstrated that DL methods can provide state-of-the-art results using architectures such as Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Imaging (CASSI) [7]–[9], which utilize Compressed Sensing (CS) algorithms for signal reconstruction. With part of this recent progress, recent work by our research team has demonstrated the reconstruction of HS cubes of size 256 × 256 × 29 in the 420-700 nm spectral range from a single dispersed and diffused (DD) snapshot, acquired by a monochromatic camera with a pupil-domain phase diffuser, using the DD-Net algorithm [10].

Despite their promising performance in terms of reconstruction quality and runtime, a significant bottleneck of DL-based algorithms is the need for a massive database, required for the learning phase of the reconstruction Neural Network (NN). This challenge is especially prominent in HS imaging tasks, due to long and complex acquisition procedures and expensive equipment. While several databases of HS cubes are available online [13]–[16], their number is limited and may not embody the desired statistical properties in the spatial and spectral domains.

To overcome these challenges, it was suggested to enrich a database of real samples with synthetic samples [17], [18]. For example, it was demonstrated that synthetic HS data can contribute to different tasks such as Classification [19], Soil Detection [20], and Anomaly Detection [21].

A tempting framework for generating synthetic data is the Conditional Generative Adversarial Network (CGAN) [22]. Isola et al. [23], presented a CGAN based general framework for an adversarial image-to-image translation, which was proven to be efficient for natural image generation tasks [24], [25]. The CGAN framework, which is based on the GANs presented by Goodfellow et al. [26], offers a learning method for generating a synthetic database in a defined target domain. The synthetic output obeys a given statistical distribution, based on conditional input data from some source domain.

While some works present a framework for the generation of 1D spectra [27], [28], such information is not sufficient for HS reconstruction tasks, as spatial information is also required. In other methods, which are based on the CGAN framework, two separate Generators create the spectral and the spatial data in either parallel [29] or cascade [30] manner. However, since both networks are directed for improving HS classification, the generated HS data has a low spatial resolution and hence may
exhibit insufficient generation quality for training reconstruction algorithms in computational HS imaging architectures.

A possible way to improve spatial quality is to use readily available RGB images as priors. Lore et al. [31] presented a CGAN based framework, for learning RGB-to-multispectral mapping. Although their framework produces accurate HS cubes in both spectral and spatial domains, its structure is aimed at reconstruction. Thus, it is unlikely that this framework can generate synthetic HS cubes with desired statistical properties from a general RGB image query.

This paper describes a method of generating a large database of HS cubes using a Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) based NN architecture, denoted Synthetic Hyper-Spectral GAN (SHS-GAN). This network generates synthetic HS cubes in the visible spectral range that are both spectrally and spatially coherent with real HS cubes. To achieve this, a limited database of real HS cubes provides the statistical and spectral properties for the generated data. To achieve spatial coherency, the network is provided with real RGB images with similar spatial and color textures as the RGB representations of the real HS cubes. We used the synthetic database from the SHS-GAN to enhance a training database of the recently introduced DD-Net network [10], which enables us to reconstruct $526 \times 256 \times 29$ HS cubes in the 420-700 nm visible range from a single dispersed and diffused (DD) monochromatic snapshot. We demonstrate, by simulations and lab experiments on real objects, that the quality of the reconstructed HS cubes can be improved by combining a small database of real data with a large database of synthetic data from the SHS-GAN.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.

1) We present the SHS-GAN, which provides an end-to-end framework for enlarging HS databases based on RGB samples. To the best of our knowledge, there are no similar works of generating synthetic HS cubes in an adversarial manner, and hence we believe this work is novel.

2) We present a new, original HS database, which consists of 10666 HS cubes of real miniature objects of size $256 \times 256 \times 29$ in the 420-700 nm spectral range. The HS cubes database is shared in [32].

3) We demonstrate, by simulations and lab experiments on the real miniature objects, that synthetic database enhancement using the SHS-GAN can improve the quality of the DD-Net reconstruction algorithm.

Thanks to the modularity of the SHS-GAN framework, our demonstration provides a proof-of-concept for database enhancement for other computational HS imaging architectures. With minimal modification, it can be used to increase the proximity between a sub-domain captured by the training dataset and the full domain aimed to be learned by a data-driven algorithm. Consequently, we expect that the SHS-GAN may contribute to other HS-related tasks such as classification, segmentation, and object detection.

II. Generating Synthetic HS Cubes Using WGAN

Following related works, we chose the WGAN presented by Arjovsky et. al in [33], with the Spectral Normalization GAN (SN-GAN) [34] that proved to be efficient for both the stability and the computational efficiency aspects of WGAN’s training. WGAN architectures are composed of a Generator that produces synthetic samples, and a Critic that scores the realness or fakeness of a given sample.

Like [35], we decided to decouple the domain transfer process from the task-specific architecture to produce a more general framework, which allows one to artificially expand any general HS database for different purposes.

The scheme of our proposed SHS-GAN architecture is described in Fig. 1.

We define $p_{RGB}$ to be an input image represented in RGB space. We would like to study a function $G(p_{RGB}, \theta_G) \rightarrow x^s_{HS}$, parametrized by $\theta_G$, which learns a mapping between a source domain $X_{RGB}$ and a target domain $X_{HS}$, such that in the target domain the synthetic HS cube distribution $x^s_{HS} \sim P_{G(\theta_G)}$ and the real HS cube distribution $x^r_{HS} \sim P_r$ will be the same. Note that the spectral distribution we desire to approximate $P_r$ has no spatial constraints, which can easily lead $G$ to produce cubes that do not appear “natural”. To overcome this, we use the prior $p_{RGB}$ and encourage the output $x^r_{HS}$ to be coherent with it. Therefore:

1. the spatial details of $p_{RGB}$ are preserved in $x^s_{HS}$, and
2. the color properties of $p_{RGB}$ are preserved so objects in the cube keep their natural colors.

This model produces synthetic HS cubes that preserve the spatial features from the input images while adapting them to the HS domain based on a learned spectral distribution.

Although the real HS cubes can be converted to RGB images $x^r_{RGB}$ deterministically, $x^s_{RGB}$ and $p_{RGB}$ are not drawn from the same distribution in the domain $X_{RGB}$. Therefore, supplying the prior $x^r_{RGB}$ to the network in a conditional manner will not produce the desired output. In our architecture, we use the prior $p_{RGB}$ in a reconstruction loss manner, similarly to [36]: define $H : X_{HS} \rightarrow X_{RGB}$ to be a deterministic mapping from the HS to the RGB domain [37], and use $x^r_{RGB} = H(G(p_{RGB}))$ as the representation of the synthetic HS cube $G(p_{RGB})$ in $X_{RGB}$. We compare $x^r_{RGB}$ and $p_{RGB}$ and update the parameters $\theta_G$ according to this comparison.

A. Generator

The Generator architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The Generator architecture is based on a modified version of the HS cube reconstruction network DD1-Net [10]. The
DD1-Net architecture was chosen for the HS cubes Generator for two main reasons:

1. A U-net based architecture for WGAN Generators was proven to be efficient for image-to-image translations and style transfer tasks [23], [38].

2. The DD1-Net is designed to extract high-dimensional spectral data from low-dimensional spatial data.

Since our task does not focus on extracting deep features from the spatial dimension, but rather focuses on expanding the input’s spectral dimension with quasi-natural properties, we use only a single bottleneck layer. In addition, the attention mechanism of the DD-Net was disabled.

1) Loss Function of the Generator: The objective of the Generator is to produce synthetic HS cubes that mimic samples from real HS cube distribution \( P_r \), while preserving spatial and color coherency of the real RGB images of the Generator’s input. To achieve this, we introduce the following loss equation for the Generator: where \( \ell_G \) is the Generator loss, \( p_{RGB} \) is the input RGB image, \( G(x_{RGB}) \) is the synthetic HS cube from the Generator output, \( x_{RGB} \) is the RGB representation of \( G(x_{RGB}) \), and \( D(x_{HS}) \) is the Critic output for a given HS cube \( x_{HS} \). \( y_G(p_{RGB}) \) is the corresponding label of \( G(p_{RGB}) \), which denotes whether it is a real or synthetic HS cube, and if the Generator’s training is 1 the Generator trains to “fool” the discriminator. \( \lambda_{RMSE} \) and \( \lambda_{SSIM} \) are the weight coefficients for the \( L_{RMSE} \) and \( L_{SSIM} \) loss metrics [10], [39], respectively. Hence, while the Generator is trained to produce HS cubes that will minimize the Critic loss, the other terms on the equation keep the RGB representation of the synthetic HS cube coherent with the input RGB image.

B. Critic

The Critic judges how likely the Generator’s outputs are generated from the same distribution as the real natural HS cubes. The Critic’s architecture scheme is shown in Fig. 3. The architecture is based on parallel processing of the input HS cube.

One arm exhibits the original HS cube, and the other arm exhibits the cube after Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) along the spectral dimension. The second representation emphasizes characteristics of the spectra such as smoothness and general shape. In each domain, a series of 3-dimensional (3D) convolution operations followed by non-linear activations are performed, which results in the compression of the HS cube into a low-dimensional multi-channel feature space. Then, the output feature maps from each arm of the network are summed together and fully connected layers are used to gradually reduce the output vector dimension to a single scalar. The use of 3D convolutions enables the Critic to extract both spatial and spectral regions from the input HS cubes, rendering the learnable features strongly “spectrally oriented”.

III. HYPER SPECTRAL IMAGING FROM A MONOCROMATIC DISPERS ED AND DIFFUSED SNAPSHOT

The motivation of this work is to upgrade the reconstruction quality of the DD-Net algorithm [10]. In particular, the SHS-GAN is used to enrich databases of natural HS cubes used during the learning phase of the DD-Net NN.

The schematic layout of the optical system used in DD-Net is shown in Fig. 4(a). DD snapshots are formed using a regular monochromatic camera with a pupil domain binary encoded phase diffuser having either 1D or 2D symmetry. The snapshots include a single sharp replica of the imaged scene along with additional DD image replicas, as illustrated in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).

The DD-Net network performs an end-to-end HS reconstruction from a single DD monochromatic snapshot. Specifically, it is designed to leverage the spectral information encoded in the DD replicas while preserving the spatial texture. DD1-Net is adapted for DD snapshots acquired using the 1D diffuser and DD2-Net is adapted for DD snapshots acquired using the 2D diffuser.
IV. DATABASE ACQUISITION FOR NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING

A. Database Acquisition by Simulations

To test our system for reflective scenes and to assess our system performance, we used the ICVL HS database [13] which includes over 200 HS cubes of outdoor daylight scenes at a spatial resolution of 1392 \times 1300 pixels. For each cube, 31 bands were sampled at the spectral interval of 400-700 nm with 10 nm increment. We cropped the cubes uniformly into \( N_y \times N_x \times L = 256 \times 256 \times 31 \) patches.

For training and validation data, we chose 7530 HS cubes such there is no overlap in the image environment between a training/validation set and the test set. We then simulated the sensor response to generate a DD snapshot measurement per HS cube. The simulation model was set according to each monochromatic camera configuration with either a 1D or a 2D binary phase diffuser.

B. Database Acquisition by Lab Experiments

Our previous research work [10] described an experimental method for obtaining a database of HS cubes and corresponding DD snapshots using an Apple iPad monitor as an object projector and a set of 29 narrow bandpass filters in the 420–700 nm range. In this work, we constructed a lab setup for automatically acquiring thousands of HS cubes and corresponding DD snapshots of real reflective objects.

A custom “Objects Mosaic” was assembled from a large variety of multiple reflective objects with different colors and shapes. In particular, the mosaic included printed targets, colored chalk, beads, stickers, colored sponge, dried grains and legumes, dried pasta of different colors, spices, dietary fibers, synthetic and natural fabrics, soil samples, wood slivers in natural and artificial colors, artificial flowers, seashells, spices, electronic boards, paper shreds, and more. Fig. 5 shows an image of the Objects Mosaic, which has dimensions of 300 mm \times 300 mm.

Overall, 10666 HS cubes of size 256 \times 256 \times 29 in the 420–700 nm spectral range were acquired using the monochromatic camera without the diffuser and a sequentially filtered Halogen light source, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The acquisition of corresponding DD snapshot images was done after placing the diffuser in front of the lens aperture, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). To acquire polychromatic images, the filter wheel was rotated to an orientation in which no narrow bandpass filter is placed in the optical path of the illumination branch.

V. GENERATION OF SYNTHETIC HS CUBES AND DD SNAPSHOTS FOR DD-NET TRAINING

Our proposed method for HS database enrichment using the SHS-GAN was evaluated independently in two different experiments: a simulation experiment and a lab experiment. In both experiments, a real HS database was enriched using synthetic data from the SHS-GAN, and then the SSI system performance was evaluated with and without the additional synthetic data.

Fig. 7 summarizes the simulation and experimental frameworks for database enrichment and training of the DD-Net network using the SHS-GAN.
Two computational units were used for the experiments:

I. A CPU with an Intel Core i-9 processor and 128 GB RAM installed with an Ubuntu OS, and two Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPUs.

II. A CPU with an Intel Core i-7 processor and 64 GB RAM installed with Windows10 OS, and a single Nvidia Quadro P2000 GPU.

The optimization of the Generator was performed using the ADAM algorithm [40] with a learning rate of $10^{-5}$. The optimization of the Critic was performed using the RMSProp algorithm [41] with a learning rate $5 \cdot 10^{-5}$.

The simulation-based experiment was performed on the ICVL HS database [13], and the lab-based experiment was performed on the Objects Mosaic database. For each of these two natural HS databases, we created two different databases of natural RGB images found online that visually resemble the RGB representation of the natural HS cubes. The enriched ICVL database and the enriched Objects Mosaic database were used for training the DD-Net NN, for the evaluation of the SSI system by simulation and lab experiments, respectively.

### A. Generating Synthetic Data From the ICVL Database

In the first experiment, synthetic HS cubes for our simulation experiment were generated using RGB databases of natural outdoor and urban scenes [42], [43] with similar spatial and color distribution as that of the ICVL Database [13]. The original RGB images were resized and then cropped to approximately 10000 patches of size 256 x 256 x 3. The patches were used for the training of the SHS-GAN along with only 1000 HS cubes of size 256 x 256 x 31 in the 400-700nm spectral range, which were randomly sampled from the training database. After the SHS-GAN was trained, we generated 10000 synthetic HS cubes, which were then used to calculate the corresponding DD snapshot.

Before being fed into the Generator network, the dynamic range of each RGB image was transformed to the range $[-1, 1]$ to achieve more stable gradients and outputs and to cancel the undesired relative illumination differences between images from different sources or scenes. The HS cubes used in the Critic training were normalized globally over the whole HS database to be in the range of $[0, 1]$. Each spatial pixel of a cube was filtered independently along its spectral dimension with a Savitzky-Golay filter [44] with a polynomial order of 2 and a window width of 7. A representative ensemble of generated synthetic HS cubes is presented in Fig. 8.

The synthetic HS cubes were then used to calculate DD monochromatic snapshots for system configurations with either a 1D or a 2D binary-encoded phase diffusers.

### B. Generating Synthetic Data From the Objects Mosaic Database

In the second experiment, an RGB database was assembled from different web sources that fit the large objects variety of the Objects Mosaic. The original images were zoomed and then cropped to patches of size 256 x 256 x 3, so they spatially resemble the real HS cubes, albeit with a much larger variety of patterns, colors, orientations, and shapes. Accordingly, the SHS-GAN was trained with 20000 RGB images and 3000 lab-acquired HS cubes. The lab-acquired HS cubes were chosen to have a relatively large amount of spatial details, a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and a minimal number of shading areas caused by the 3D topography of the real objects and the illumination arrangement. After the training of the GAN, we generated 20000 samples of synthetic HS cubes, and for each synthetic cube, we simulated a corresponding DD snapshot. Unlike the simulations, our lab experiments used only the 1D diffuser. Hence, the synthetic HS cubes were used for calculating DD snapshots considering only the camera configuration with the 1D diffuser. Before the training phase of this network, the same normalization and filtering procedures were performed as in the simulation-based experiment with the ICVL database.

During the experimental data acquisition, an adjustable slit was used as a field-of-view (FOV) blocker to avoid overlapping between the Image Replicas in the DD snapshot. To keep consistency during the entire lab experiment, we kept the FOV blocker also during the acquisition of the HS cubes. Due to its presence, our lab-acquired HS cubes were slightly vignetted near the left and right margins, as can be seen in the RGB representations of the synthetic HS cubes in Fig. 8.

### C. Evaluation of the Synthetic HS Data

As seen in Fig. 8, the generated HS cubes preserve the spatial properties and colors of the input RGB images, while specific database-oriented features are generated by the SHS-GAN based on the natural HS database properties.

For the ICVL database, we note that the RGB images appear with a bright yellowish shade. This results from the relatively low-intensity values of the spectrum around the shorter wavelengths in the original database. As expected, the general characteristic trend of the spectra is preserved for each spatial pixel.

In the synthetic HS images produced by the SHS-GAN trained on our lab experimental database, the generator artificially introduced the vignetting effect mentioned in section B. This property is beneficial, as it allows to calculate synthetic DD snapshots which are more similar to the real DD snapshots.
Further quantitative evaluation of the synthetic HS cubes was conducted on the lab experimental HS database as follows: 5 representative samples from the real database were chosen and 50 spectra were randomly sampled from each HS cube. For each of the real HS cubes, we selected 10 synthetic HS cubes that share some characteristics with the real example (colors, texture, etc.), and spectra were sampled from the same 50 points for each synthetic cube. We then calculated the mean spectral angle mapping (SAM) between each of the 50 real spectra and each of the 50 synthetic spectra and averaged the result over the 10 synthetic cubes. To evaluate the benefit of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) arm in the discriminator, we performed the
same process twice: For the synthetic cubes produced by the SHS-GAN with the FFT arm in the discriminator, and without it. The correlation between the real and synthetic spectra of different materials is shown in Fig. 9, which demonstrates that the synthetic spectra is indeed regularized by the prior RGB image jointly with the real natural spectra. The contribution of the FFT arm to synthesis stabilization is also observed. As can be seen, the FFT arm forces the Generator to produce smoother and less noisy spectral curves which are more consistent with the real spectra, as reflected by the lower average SAM score they achieve. However, an interesting boundary effect can be observed for the longer wavelengths, where the network that was trained with the FFT arm shows a tendency to clip the values to a normalized intensity between 0.6–0.8. While the synthetic spectra share similar outlines as the natural spectra, it is not identical to it. Hence, enhancing the natural HS data with the synthetic HS data expands the variety of the training data, and strengthens the diversity and robustness of the DD-Net reconstruction algorithm.

VI. RECONSTRUCTION OF HS CUBES FROM MONOCHROMATIC DD SNAPSHOTS

A. Evaluation on Simulated Data

Continuing the analysis reported in [10], we examined whether enhancing the training database of the DD-Nets with additional synthetic HS cubes and corresponding calculated DD snapshots indeed improves the reconstruction quality. The DD1-Net (for a system configuration with a 1D diffuser) and the DD2-Net (for a system configuration with a 2D diffuser) were trained with and without the additional 10000 synthetic HS cubes generated by the SHS-GAN. Specifically, for each system integrated with either a 1D or a 2D diffuser, we tested 4 training configurations: (i.a) A test with all the available cubes from the ICVL database (7530 cubes), including augmentations as described in [10]; (i.b) A test with all the available cubes from the ICVL database, including augmentations, and with the additional 10000 synthetic HS cubes from the SHS-GAN; (ii.a) A test with 1000 HS cubes from the ICVL database,
including augmentations; (ii.b) A test with 1000 HS cubes from the ICVL database, including augmentations, with additional 10000 synthetic HS cubes. The 1000 HS cubes in configurations (ii.a), (ii.b) are the same HS cubes used for the SHS-GAN training, as explained in Section V.

Table I summarizes the simulation results for each training configuration. The table indicates that the quality of the results is directly affected by the total number of natural HS cubes used in the learning phase of the DD-Net. While the total number of natural HS cubes plays the most crucial role in the overall reconstruction quality, the database enhancement with the synthetic HS cubes from the SHS-GAN contributes to further improvement for a given number of HS cubes used in the training. In particular, the contribution of the additional synthetic data plays a more significant role when the size of the original real database was limited to 1000 HS cubes. Hence, we believe that the SHS-GAN could be most useful for database enhancement when the number of natural HS cubes is limited. Note that configuration (i) with the DD2-Net algorithm already achieves state-of-the-art reconstruction performance, and thus is expected to be the hardest to improve. However, the integration of synthetic data from the SHS-GAN does improve the Best, Worst, and Average SAM values, which is considered to be a more significant metric for evaluation of HS reconstruction quality, and outperforms the recent simulation results achieved by our group [10]. We also note that the DD2-Net is generally expected to achieve better results than the DD1-Net, thanks to the processing of two additional dispersed and diffused image replicas along the vertical dimension of the monochromatic sensor [10]. However, we see an interesting result in which the DD1-Net outperforms the DD2-Net for training configuration (ii) (i.e., with 1000 natural HS cubes). This can be explained by the more compact architecture of the DD1-Net, which can be trained effectively from smaller data sets. Nevertheless, the contribution of the SHS-GAN is prominent for each system configuration.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the contribution of the SHS-GAN to the reconstruction quality for 3 exemplary scenes simulated for an optical system with a 2D diffuser, according to training configuration (i, b). Fig. 11 presents the root mean square error (RMSE) and SAM error maps of the reconstructed HS cubes.

### B. Evaluation on Experimental Data

The test database for our lab experiments included 31 hand-chosen HS cubes that provided a representative sample of the entire Objects Mosaic database. The chosen HS cubes were isolated from the training database and neither the SHS-GAN nor the DD1-Net network were exposed to them. The lab experimental results are summarized in Table II.

Table II indicates that the reconstructions obtained with the SHS-GAN + DD1-Net framework achieve an average peak-signal-to-noise (PSNR) value of 25.466[dB], an average SSIM value of 0.958 and an average SAM value of 9.764, which outperforms the results without the SHS-GAN enrichment. It is worth mentioning that HS reconstruction of real experimental data is a more challenging task than reconstruction of simulated data, as it is subjected to various artifacts such as vignetting, optical system noise, registration errors between the HS cubes database and the DD cubes database, and optical model mismatches. These artifacts degrade the reconstruction quality, especially in regions with low SNR. Accordingly, spatial regions with higher SNR achieve better results with respect to the mean values. Fig. 12 presents the reconstruction of three test scenes from the Objects Mosaic. As seen in the spectral curves, database enhancement using synthetic cubes from the SHS-GAN significantly improves the reconstruction quality. Accordingly, the RGB reconstruction from the DD1-Net + SHS-GAN algorithm has better visual quality than the corresponding RGB reconstruction obtained by the DD1-Net algorithm. We wish to emphasize that all the scenes are of real, reflective objects, obtained solely with a monochromatic camera with a phase-only 1D binary diffuser. Scene 1 is of a sticker with a flat 2D topography, whereas Scenes 2 and 3 are of a green shred of paper and yellow peas, respectively, with a variable 3D topography. Fig. 13 presents the RMSE and SAM error maps of the reconstructed HS cubes.

A further analysis was conducted to evaluate the dependency of the reconstruction performance on the number of natural HS samples. We started with 600 real HS cubes randomly sampled from the training database of 3000 HS cubes and ran the whole training process for the SHS-GAN and the DD1-Net. The exact same process was then repeated four more times, each time with additional 600 random HS cubes added to the accumulating database. We used the same test database of 31 HS cubes in all the configurations. The analysis results are shown in Fig. 14.

Our analysis indicates that the DD1-Net + SHS-GAN framework is advantageous over the DD1-Net framework in terms of reconstruction quality in almost every figure of merit and any number of natural HS cubes used for training. A single exception was found in the PSNR figure of merit when the number of natural HS cubes was 600 (an average drop of −0.283 dB), however, the more meaningful SAM figure of merit was significantly improved (an average drop of −1.973 degrees), as well
Fig. 10. Simulation results for 3 exemplary scenes for a system configuration of a monochromatic camera with a 2D diffuser. Reconstruction results were obtained with the DD2-Net and with the DD2-Net+SHS-GAN algorithms. (a) RGB representations of the reference and the reconstructed HS cubes, with the average reconstruction’s PSNR and SAM values. (b) Reference (dashed red) and reconstructed spectra achieved by the DD2-Net algorithm (blue) and by the DD2-Net+SHS-GAN algorithm (light green), at selected spatial positions marked in the corresponding reference RGB image to the left.

Fig. 11. Error maps for the 3 exemplary scenes for a system configuration of a monochromatic camera with a 2D diffuser. Reconstruction results were obtained with the DD2-Net and with the DD2-Net+SHS-GAN algorithms. (a) RMSE error maps. (b) SAM error maps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene 1</th>
<th>Scene 2</th>
<th>Scene 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DD2-Net</td>
<td>DD2-Net+SHS-Gan</td>
<td>DD2-Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average RMSE差</td>
<td>4.352</td>
<td>4.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average SAM差</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>1.258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
LAB EXPERIMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS SUMMARY FOR 31 TEST CUBES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Algorithm</th>
<th>PSNR [dB]</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>SAM [deg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DD1-Net</td>
<td>33.021</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>5.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD1-Net + SHS-GAN</td>
<td>34.589</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>4.929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 12. Lab experimental reconstruction results for 3 exemplary scenes of real, reflective objects which were obtained by a monochromatic camera with a 1D diffuser. Reconstruction results were obtained with the DD1-Net and with the DD1-Net+SHS-GAN algorithms. (a) RGB representations of the reference and the reconstructed HS cubes, with the average reconstruction’s PSNR and SAM values. (b) Reference (dashed red) and reconstructed spectra achieved by the DD1-Net algorithm (blue) and by the DD1-Net+SHS-GAN algorithm (light green), at selected spatial positions marked in the corresponding reference RGB image to the left.

Fig. 13. Error maps for 3 exemplary scenes of real, reflective objects which were obtained by a monochromatic camera with a 1D diffuser. (a) RMSE error maps. (b) SAM error maps.

Fig. 14. Average reconstruction result of the PSNR, SSIM, and SAM metrics versus the number of real samples.

as the SSIM figure of merit (+0.015). In the remaining runs, an improvement was achieved in all the figures of merit when enriching the data with synthetic HS cubes. While an expected trendline of reconstruction improvement is present as the number of natural HS cubes increases, an interesting observation is a monotonic decrease in the improvement of each figure of merit. This behavior can be explained by the fact that the number of synthetic HS cubes was constant (20000) for each number of natural HS cubes used in the training phase. Hence, the natural HS cubes have a gradually stronger impact on the reconstruction.
Fig. 15. Reconstruction results for a HS cube of a real paper sticker object with different number of real HS samples used in the training stage. (a) DD1-Net algorithm; (b) DD1-Net + SHS-GAN algorithm. The first column from the left is the RGB representation of the reference HS cube. The remaining columns show the RGB representations of the reconstructed HS cubes for the specified number of samples, with average PSNR and SAM values and SAM error maps. The rightmost column presents the spectra at point ‘1’ as marked on the reference RGB image for Reference spectrum (Dashed red), and the reconstructed spectra for each number of natural HS cubes.

quality as their number rises. Fig. 15 shows an example for the quality of the reconstructions of a paper sticker object for each number of natural HS cubes and for each reconstruction method (DD1-Net and DD1-Net + SHS-GAN), including the corresponding SAM error maps.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a method that utilizes a WGAN framework for enriching HS databases in the visible wavelength domain. Based on spectral statistics from a limited amount of natural HS cubes, our framework can expand an unlimited-sized RGB database into a synthetic HS database.

To generate data that contains natural statistics in both spectral and spatial domains, we integrated FFT-based data processing and RGB-based conditional regularization. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novelty of our framework.

To evaluate the contribution of the synthetic HS data on common DL-based, HS imaging tasks, we integrated the SHS-GAN framework for the task of snapshot spectral imaging using our recently published DD-Net algorithm [10]. This integration was demonstrated to be promising and improved the reconstruction quality in both simulations and lab experiments of HS reconstruction, for natural outdoor scenes and various miniature reflective objects, respectively. In addition, we demonstrated that the contribution of the synthetic data becomes more significant as the size of the natural HS database is smaller (assuming that the HS data still represents the desired task). This observation makes our suggested approach particularly appealing for cases where only a small number of natural HS cubes available for the NN training, as often happens in HS tasks. Despite its promising potential, our method also has a few limitations to consider and address in future research: First, the RGB images mainly affect the spatial characteristics of the synthetic data, while the spectral characteristics are learned from the natural HS examples distribution. Therefore, the SHS-GAN enriches the spatial characteristics but still cannot generate spectral characteristics that do not appear in some manner in the HS training database.

Second, the suggested framework is currently suitable only for HS cubes in the visible range. However, we believe that it could be generalized to other regions of the optical spectrum, by using conditional inputs such as grayscale images or multispectral cubes with limited number of spectral channels. Finally, in the context of HS reconstruction, one still needs a reliable model of the optical system (e.g., a precise characterization of the point spread function) to simulate the corresponding system response.

We believe that the results of this work can provide an efficient framework for improving the quality of other data-driven tasks in the field of Computational Photography, and especially for tasks of computational spectral imaging and snapshot spectral imaging.
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